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lamar C berrett

the mormon pioneers abandoned their comfortable homes in
nauvoo in 1846 to face a new lifestylelife style that entailed hardships
heretofore unexperienced by many of the newly converted saints
what was their destiny where were they going how would they
survive answers were not clear to the majority but their faith in
god and his representative brigham young gave them the strength
necessary to meet the hardships with undaunted determination this
strong faith was expressed in oliver B huntingtonsHunting tons journal when
the saints were faced with enlistment in the mormon battalion it
might seem strange that they should go and fight for a country that
would not protect them but they got well payed sic for it and only
enlisted for one year but even without that it was the council sic of
the heads and that would make it right 1

this issue of BYUbyustudiesstudies is concerned with the first part of the
mormon pioneer trek to the great basin the iowa experience it
deals with the movement of thousands of saints from nauvoo
illinois to council bluffs winter quarters and other camping
sites along the missouri river the crossing of one state in the
one year 1846

lewis clarkdarkoark christians research on the mormon foreknowledge
of the west helps the reader to understand that the move west
was a concept taught by joseph smith carefully prepared maps
interviews and studies helped the saints have understanding of

where they were going
where they did go as well as what trails they were following is

meticulously laid out by trailstralis master stanley B kimball
an account of nine babies born on the first night of pioneer

travel out of nauvoo has caused historians to ask many questions
which was the first night did the mormonscormons send all the pregnant
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wives across the mississippi river on the first day carol lynn pearson
has discovered an answer to this question which has long interested
historians

susan easton explains the suffering and deaths in iowa as does
leland gentry who describes the way stations of garden grove and
mt pisgah here the saints showed their great industry and
cooperative spirit

did the pioneers face danger from the indian population of
iowa lawrence coates discusses this question as well as joseph
smiths interactions earlier with these indians

while the mormonscormons were traveling across iowa the united states
government recruited mormon males to go to war against mexico
what was the reaction by the saints and their leaders to this call to
war john yurtinus answers these questions

church historian leonard arrington provides a clearer insight
into the life of the non mormon friend of the church thomas L

kane an insight that helps the reader appreciate not only kanespanes role
with the mormon battalion but with the saints in general

knowing the purpose and reasons for the writing of come
come ye saints the greatest marching song of the mormon
pioneers will dispel some of the legends surrounding this favorite
hymn the reasons become clearer thanks to the research efforts of
paul dahl who first gathered these facts

the iowa experience was a blessing in disguise explains
historian reed C durham jr although there were hardships the
communities along the way the help of good lowans and missouri
ans and the available timber grass and animals made the saints ex-
perienceperience bearable as they completed the first leg of the great mormon
pioneer exodus
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